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ABSTRACT : Internet of Things (IoT) is one kind of a network where each and every little real world objects
will be connected to each other and to the Internet. This will give a huge advantage to the society however it
will likewise bring heaps of challenges and issues. Data produced by IoT devices will be ubiquitous and should
be securely delivered for the intended purpose. Among the other challenges, we have tried to point out security
as a major challenge that should be taken care of while implementing any IoT system. The absence of security
measures will decrease the trust among users and overall system. Securing IoT includes end-to-end privacy,
trust building, maintaining confidentiality, integrity, etc. An overview on security for IoT in most of the domain
has been reported in this paper. This paper intends to provide information on security for IoT with some of the
security architecture developed so far. This paper presents a detailed investigation of the potential security
threats in each layer of IoT architecture and some of the relevant research area for the same.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The traditional network and Internet of Things (IoT) are different from each other in many areas,
starting from the architecture to applications. Design of an IoT system is a challenging task because of certain
limitation like platform, connectivity, close firmware, processing power, storage, hardware limitations, etc.
Tradition network can be a closed system as compared to that of open IoT system. Some of the current IoT
challenges are availability, reliability, mobility, performance, management, scalability, interoperability, security
and privacy [1].

Figure 1: IoT security applications
Any IoT application (indoor or outdoor) requires being build with security measurement where data
exchanged between devices is neither leaked nor compromised. Fig. 1 represents one such IoT scenario where
security should be maintained appropriately. Securing sensor data for sensitive applications (defense, medical,
enterprise) from intruder is a difficult job for the application developer. IoT devices are physically placed in the
environment, communication between devices and user is generally via a communication channel which is also
open. IoT requires a complete secure system that should be able to deliver confidential and reliable data. As
more and more devices will be added to the system, it will be more difficult to patch them leaving them
vulnerable. This increases the complexity for designing a secure IoT system.
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IoT devices are resource constraint devices (limited processing power, storage, small size, limited
power supply, etc) and applying traditional cryptographic schemes becomes a challenging task. For this reasons,
new lightweight IoT cryptographic approaches are required which can perform security measure without
compromising the limited resources. Lightweight cryptographic primitive includes lightweight block cipher,
hash function, lightweight stream cipher and low resource device and high performance system [2].
The basic security question for any system are what, where, when and how security measurement can
be performed. For IoT, these are some serious questions which should be encountered properly. What are the
security procedures that can be implemented? Where should be the concern area for security? When and how
security methods should be deployed?
In this paper, we have tried to summarize the working IoT from security perspective. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the detail of IoT architecture. In section III some of the
recently proposed secure architecture has been discussed. Section IV provides the overall possible security
threats for IoT. Section V describes some of the security problem faced by IoT environment. Research issues
related to security for IoT have been provided in section VI. Finally, section VII concludes the paper.

II.

GENERIC IOT ENVIRONMENT

A simple IoT network consists of the IoT devices, gateway/coordinator, cloud and IoT services. Fig. 2
presents an overview of the component operational model of the IoT Ecosystem [3].

Figure 2: IoT Ecosystem
Because of the openness of IoT architecture, an intruder can attack any part of the network depending
upon the need starting from the device level to the service level. Hence, security measure should be taken in
such a manner that each and every component of the network is non-vulnerable. Security principle for the Fig. 1
may include device intelligence, edge processing, device initiated connections, identification, authorizations and
encryptions. The description of Fig. 2 is explained below:


IoT device: It consists of sensors, actuators, communication interface, operating systems, system software,
preloaded applications, and lightweight services. Collecting contextual information using sensors and
performing actions using actuators are the main duty of a smart object. For example, a smart AC thermostat
senses the air temperature in a room and adjusts the air conditioners’ temperature to a pre-set temperature.
 Communication Gateway: This can be categorized into two: coordinator and controller.
o Coordinator: It is also known as the device manager. A coordinator can handle one or more smart devices.
The main objective of the coordinator is to monitor the health services and other issues of the network. For
e.g. a coordinator can be used to control a motion sensor Video camera and a smart door locker sensor. If
the motion detector detects a motion in a smart home environment it sends a signal to the door locker sensor
to either lock/unlock the Door. The information aggregated or collected is then sent into the internet.
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Controller: IoT devices are controlled using the controllers (e.g. Smart phone, Tablet). They act as a
gateway for transmitting data from device to cloud or vice versa. This controller falls under network
layer of IoT. The standard protocol used for communication falls under IEEE 802.15 and examples are
ZigBee, Low power Bluetooth, 6LoWPAN, etc. For example, a user might use his mobile phone to
issue commands to smart home appliances either from home or remotely.
 Cloud: This is where all the data are stored. It is basically the Internet where virtual storage system can
be used to store IoT data. Arkessa, Google cloud, Nimbits, SensorCloud, OnePlatform, Oracle cloud and
Thinkspeak are some of the available clouds which provide IoT services.
 IoT Services: This is an application layer service where user performs different operations based on the
collected data from IoT devices usually through the cloud. Some of the services provided by the IoT
devices include automation, device management, decision making, etc.
With reference to Fig. 2, the security application for the different layer can be categories into the
followings [4]. The Perception layer security may include RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) Security,
WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) Security, RSN (RFID Sensor Network) Security, etc. The Transport layer
security includes Ad-hoc Security, WiFi Security, LAN (Local Area Network) Security, Internet Security, 3G
Security, etc. The Application layer security includes intelligent logistics Security, Smart Grid Security, Smart
Home Security, Middleware Technology Security, Service support platform Security, Cloud computing
platform Security, etc.

III.

SECURE ARCHITECTURE FOR IOT

With a number of researches being carried out, the vision of IoT is likely to be a reality very soon.
Gartner, Inc. an American research and advisory firm said around 25 billion uniquely identifiable objects are
expected to be a part of this global computing network by the year 2020, which is impressively a big number,
however prevalence of such a big network of interconnected devices will pose some new security and privacy
threats and put all those devices at a high risk of hackers as they clutch at the security gaps to make the devices
work for their personal benefits.
There have been numerous works done so far for enhancing the security level for IoT platform. IoT
architecture in terms of security proposed by different researchers recently is discussed in this section. Liang
Zhou [5] has proposed a media-aware security framework which allows handling of various multimedia services
by classification of traffics through rules and strategy for trade off between systems.
The authors of [6] have discussed the idea of U2IoT [7] to address the problem of security perspectives
(information, physical and management) by proposing a cyber-physical-social based security architecture, which
protects raw as well as context data by providing security layers in sensor, network and application layer
respectively.
Object Security Architecture for IoT [8] uses a secure channel for key exchange provided by DTLS
with CoAP integration. Both confidentiality and authenticity of the payload are maintained cryptographically
with duplicate detection mechanism and digital signature respectively.
The authors [9] have discussed the co-design of hardware/software for IoT and have proposed an
embedded security framework. The framework is a synthesis-oriented approach with a combination of both
hardware and software which includes lightweight cryptography, physical security, standardized security
protocols, secure operating systems, future application areas and secure storage.
A refined secure subject [10] has been proposed by the authors where safe subject parts are identity,
data, control and behavior module. This helps in calculating trust model for routing in perception layer and
application in application layer respectively. IoT-OAS [11] targets HTTP and CoAP services to provide an
authorization framework, by invoking an external OAuth-based authorization service (OAS). It uses an open
protocol (Open Authorization) that allows a secure authorization with the help of HTTPS which is at the top of
the secure transport layer. Authorization functionalities to an external service can be invoked by any subscribed
host or thing. With IoT-OAS, the user can update things remotely or dynamically according to the need after
getting access through open authorization protocol.
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A secure and efficient authentication and authorization architecture (SEA) for IoT-based healthcare
was proposed by authors of [12], where the communication was accomplished by using more secure key
management scheme between sensor nodes and the smart gateway for which they have use certificate-based
DTLS handshake protocol. The proposed architecture is distributed in nature which also helps in reducing the
risk of Denial of Service (DoS) attack to some extent.

IV.

SECURITY THREATS IN IOT ARCHITECTURE

A brief summarization of attacks on IoT layer has been presented in Table 1. The operation of each
layer can be altered by the intruder and therefore security measures should be taken accordingly. There can be
different types of attacks on IoT depending upon the circumstances and need of the intruders [9, 10, 13, 14, 15].
Table 1: Security Threats at IoT Layers
Level of Threats
IoT Layers

Perceptual
layer

Network
layer

Middleware
layer

Application
layer

a)

Security Threats
Low

Medium

High

Physical Capture

--

--

√

Brute Force Attack

--

√

--

Clone Node

--

--

√

Impersonation

--

√

--

Denial Of Service (DoS) Attack

--

√

--

Routing Attacks

--

√

--

Dos Attack

--

√

--

Traffic Analysis

--

--

√

Node Subversion

--

√

--

Confidentiality &Integrity Damage

--

√

--

Corruption

--

--

√

DoS Attack

--

√

--

Non-Permission To Access

--

√

--

Data Attacks

--

--

√

Session Attacks

--

--

√

Privacy Leak

--

--

√

DoS Attack

--

√

--

Malicious Code

--

--

√

Social Engineering

--

--

√

Perception Layer: An intruder can physically gain access to the device and apply brute force attack as well
as gaining their processing ability (DoS) to get access to the data, and then may place a clone of the same
device with fake identity (impersonation) which will be transmitting and receiving according to the need of
intruder. These can be easily done as devices are placed in a static environment where an attacker can
acquire it easily.

Level of Threats:
i. Physical Capture – High, as anyone can capture device placed in certain locations and can extract the
information they contain.
ii. Brute Force Attack – Medium, it will take time for the attacker
to crack down
the device but one way or other it will eventually gain access to the device.
iii. Clone Node – High, IoT devices hardware structure is simple and is highly available in the market, one can
simply buy and replace it with the original device.
iv. Impersonation – Medium, if the attacker can get access to the internal infrastructure, the information can be
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extracted and fake identity can be created for the malicious nodes.
v. DoS Attack – Medium, gaining access to the device is easy but manipulating the operation of the device is
complicated. If attacker understands the processing ability of the device and network, DoS attack can be
done with little trouble.
b) Network Layer: In network layer, an attack can be done either passively or actively. The packet can be
dynamically routed to a different path by achieving traffic analysis, DoS. The confidentiality and
integrity of the data can be broken down by using different techniques or the packets can even be made
corrupted.
Level of Threats:
i. Routing Attack – Medium, the most vulnerable part of IoT is communication medium. Selective forwarding
attack, sinkhole attack, black hole attack, Sybil attack, wormhole attack are some of the common attacks in
network layer. Since devices are connected to un-trusted Internet, providing security is challenging. Once
access to network is gained, data forwarding can be done easily.
ii. DoS Attack – Medium, the device can be made unavailable to the user, resources can be made exhausted,
restrict user functions, etc are some of the examples of DoS attack. These are medium level attacks as
system can still function up to certain period of time.
iii. Traffic Analysis – High, by using advance computer program, the intercepting and examining of data can be
performed even when the data is encrypted and cannot be decrypted. Hence, this threat is considered as high
level.
iv. Node Subversion – Medium, it is an active attack where adversary can get the cryptographic keys from a
capture node. This is a medium level attack as it requires first capturing of device and then extracting the
information.
v. Confidentiality & Integrity Damage – Medium, this is a medium level of threat where a malicious node can
transmit the packet to another route where its information can be broken down to unauthorized parties using
different approach.
vi. Corruption – High, an intruder can easily tamper data for a given encoding. By using a narrow-band
jammer with a 1000 times weaker signal (than that of the legitimate transceiver) can still corrupt the
reception of packets due to the limitation of 802.11 devices. Packet captured by malicious node if not
decoded, can still manipulate it by introducing some bits and a corrupted version of data can be transmitted
which will be of no use.
c)

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

Middleware Layer: Because of the open architecture of IoT, several attacks can be done easily. In
middleware layer, an attacker can deny permission to access resources, destroy service availability by
means of distributed DoS, middleman attack becomes more effortless. Illegal access to data services by
targeting session between parties can also be done.
Level of Threats:
DoS Attack – Medium, Internet attack needs low cost and DoS attack can be done by interrupting any
ongoing transmission of data. The requested data may be denied by the intruder causing inappropriate
function. This requires less maneuvering and makes it medium level of threat.
Non-Permission to Access – Medium, if a malicious node with high accessibility and priority is present in
the network, arbitrary malicious activities can be performed to access services by the attacker in the
middleware.
Data Attack – High, re-request of data or services for specific operation can be easily done by altering the
packet header. Messages exchanges between two parties can be passively monitored and relevant
information can be extracted from it (man-in-the-middle attack).
Session Attack – High, authentication process are done in the beginning of the communication establishment
phase where sessions are created. An attacker can act as one of the communicating node and use this state to
gain illegal access to secret information by controlling the session between nodes.

d) Application Layer: Most of the threats are easy to implement in the application layer of IoT. Authentication
techniques for the user in application layer are still in developing stage which can result in privacy leak.
Malicious code may include buffer overflow, virus, worms, trojan horse programs, etc. The relationship
between users can be analyzed to gain vulnerable information of the system (social engineering).
Level of Threats:
i. Privacy Leak – High, use of common password, identical data uses, same data pattern gives attacker
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high probability to cark down the system. An attacker can keep track of user cookies to gain access
to the individual system. By using common operating system or terminal over a network, an attacker
can easily get the secret information of a user.
ii. DoS Attack – Medium, the attacker tries to deny the availability of a required service by acting as an
intended service provider and is similar to that of network layer attack. By introducing huge number
of malicious node requesting one particular target, the service provider fails to provide the intended
service due to huge number of request forming a bottleneck.
iii. Malicious Code – High, the software application can be infected by injecting virus, worms, etc. The
attacker can easily incorporate this malicious code with data that are exchanged. Even a user can
unknowingly install a malicious application which can act as a backdoor for attacker to attack the
system.
iv. Social Engineering – High, the attacker might pretend to be a co-worker who has some kind of
urgent problem that requires access to additional network resources. Usually, an attacker sends an
email to the victims asking them to click on some malicious link or file that can reveal sensitive
information.

V.

SECURITY PROBLEMS IN IOT

Some of the security problems that IoT facing are:

Confidentiality for data: Everyday user access the internet which is a huge global network in an IoT
environment thereby rendering their privacy vulnerable. Maintaining confidentiality, integrity and privacy of
data are some of the issues that should be encountered to meet the security goal for IoT [16, 17].

Rush to produce: Production for IoT devices and applications are going on rapid phase to meet the
consumer demand. Due to this rush, it often results in falling to incorporate security in design phase which is
a considerable risk. Many of the IoT devices do not have the ability to host endpoint security software
because of their processing and storage limitation. Another problem is unable to update firmware which can
lead to malware vulnerability.

Trust management and policy integration: IoT is a non-deterministic environment where lots of nodes
communicate with each other and to maintain integrity among different nodes for secure transmission of
data, trust should be build among them. Two dimensions of trust to be dealt IoT: entities interactions trust
and system user’s. One of the most reputed trust research done is the reputation-based Subjective Logic (SL)
approach that allows for even negative dependence and can be used for human users’ interactions [18]. Trust
may be transitive between systems but needs to be subject to agreements. In a cellular network system, when
a subscriber user crosses to the network domain of another service provider, a roaming facility can be given
only if the user has certain agreement fixed on the roaming agreement. Prior decision making, a good policy
framework is needed to include the evaluated trust level and the current threat level.

End-to-End security: Security at the end devices is most crucial between IoT devices and the Internet
Host. IoT devices are resource constraint device for which traditional cryptographic schemes cannot be
implemented upon them. Complete end to end security can be implemented by verification of the identity at
both ends. The communication parties must rely on the fact that their communication is not seen by anyone
and nobody can alter data while in transit. Many IoT applications will not be possible without correct and
complete end-to-end security. The two kind of connection achievable in IoT are H2T (Human to Thing) and
T2T (Thing to thing) [19]. Interaction security on these two connections demand high priority and is referred
to as End-to-End security.

VI.

RESEARCH ISSUES IN SECURITY FOR IOT

As discussed in the previous section, we can see that security plays a major role for IoT architecture. In
each of the layer security mechanism can be implemented to enhance the performance of the overall system.
Various researches are going on to tackle the intention of the intruder. Some of the current research security
issues are listed below:
a)

b)

c)

Authentication: Traditional authentication techniques (smart card, multi-factor, digital identity, PIN, etc) for the existing
network domain may not be sufficient enough for providing security in IoT domain due to its heterogeneity and complexity of
the objects. This becomes an important area of research on how to authenticate objects, as no standard or general procedure
available till date.
Interoperability: IoT consists of millions of devices which will be exchanging data between them. These devices can be of
different hardware and software background. Proper security measures should be taken into account when data flow between two
different types of device. This is one prominent area where research can be carried out.
Network Management: Network layer is one of the most vulnerable areas that intruder generally tries to attack. Any
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d)

e)

f)

misconfiguration can make the network vulnerable to sophisticated threats and regulatory noncompliance. Security policies must
be constantly maintained across the network. Because of the wider range of protocols, standards, device capability and complex
system, IoT network security becomes a more challenging task.
Application Security: The integrity of data should be maintained when the data flow between devices, back-end systems and
applications. Generally, this is taken care by REST-based Application Programming Interface (REST API). Providing
authentication and authorization in this field is one of the research issues as to ensure secure transmission of data.
Secure Data Storage: IoT network will be consisting of huge amount of devices, which will produce a relatively large volume of
data. The data will be collected, aggregated and analyzed for delivering more augment services. This data may contain metadata
such as configuration and setting, which should be stored securely. Research area for this field may include high availability,
secure storage, disaster recovery and long-term saving.
Dynamic Adaptability: The intruder will try to attack the system one way or other, as such secure algorithms are needed that
should be able to adapt to new attacks dynamically without changing the whole architecture of the system. The algorithms will be
working in network and application layer. This is another area where research is needed to provide full fledged system.

Apart from the above points, Security for embedded IoT networks has some area of research like Energy efficient cryptography, Key
management and secure protocols for low power lossy networks. Adaptive and context-aware IoT security system has User
centric, context-aware privacy, Secure sharing in mobile ubiquitous environments, Adaptive security profile and policy
management research areas. Responsibility and liability enforcement, Trust models for the cloud of things, Autoimmunity,
Identification, and credentials managements are some of the research topic falls under Cognitive and systemic security system
[20].
VII.
CONCLUSION
Internet of Things (IoT) is turning out to be one of the most prominent areas of research for both industrial and academic point of view.
Various researches is being undertaken to implement IoT in real life scenarios. As of now, there is no standard architecture for
IoT and is considered as open. In this paper, we have tried to point out some of the potential security threats that can affect the
system. Each of the IoT layers is some way or other exposed to the intruder which makes it straightforward to manipulate the
overall working of the system. The current stage of the system leads to several security issues and challenges, which can
probably provide a path for both industries and academic researchers to carry out their research. We have pointed out some of the
probable security problems in IoT environment which may lead to different security threats at the different layer of IoT
architecture.
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